Purification of human anti-erythropoietin polyclonal antibodies by precipitation and chromatography as an optimized method with potential application in vaccine studies
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Polyclonal antibodies are required to be affinity purified. Improved purification methods of polyclonal antibody provide an opportunity to pick the most purified immunoglobulins as a primary or secondary antibody in immunoassays that are included in many vaccine studies. Two common techniques for purifying proteins is salt precipitation and chromatography purification. Our work focuses on purification of polyclonal antibodies against recombinant human erythropoietin (EPO) antigen using these techniques. Methods: A polyclonal antibody was produced by antigen injection with Freund's adjuvant into female albino rabbits. After separation of immunoglobulins using caprylic acid and ammonium sulfate precipitation, selected samples were analyzed by ion exchange chromatography for separation of polyclonal antibody from albumin. The purified proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and antibody was detected by Western Blot analysis and ELISA. Results of immunodiffusion test detected polyclonal antibody production in rabbits. Conclusion: These findings suggest that caprylic acid can be used as a quality control method in a production facility with minimal cost. On the other hand, ion exchange chromatography is the most common purification method for proteins. Therefore, combination of these techniques may effectively reduce contaminations in antibody purification procedures which may positively affect the interpretations of vaccine efficacies.
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antibodies from biological materials. Ammonium sulfate and caprylic acid precipitation is the most commonly used method for protein purification from a solution in which water molecules are removed from the protein, leading to decrease in the protein solubility [8,10,11]. Brodsky has reported that caprylic acid precipitation is an effective purification method for production facilities with minimal cost to polish chromatography techniques for monoclonal antibody purification and precipitation in cell cultures of bioreactors, prior to harvesting [11]. Bergman-lehtinen and Mease have selected different immunoglobulin purification methods including protein G Sepharose, polyethylene glycol and caprylic acid and ammonium sulphate precipitation to evaluate their qualitative and quantitative effects. Their results have shown that all of these techniques can purify antigen-specific antibodies of rabbit sera. Sohrabi and colleagues have also used different techniques such as ion-exchange, affinity chromatography, ammonium sulfate precipitation of IgG or caprylic acid methods to purify rabbit’s polyclonal antibody against recombinant coagulating factor VIII [12,13]. In this research, after polyclonal antibody production in rabbit and purification by various methods, Western blot and ELISA tests were performed to confirm the presence and the levels anti-EPO antibody.

MATERIALS and METHODS

Polyclonal antibody production

Sterile-filtered pharmaceutically active recombinant EPO was obtained from Pasteur Institute of Iran. Healthy female albino rabbits were immunized at weekly intervals by 4 subcutaneous injections, each containing approximately 200 µl of recombinant EPO protein in incomplete Freund adjuvant, except for the first injection. After the last injection, followed by heart bleeding and incubation for 24 h and centrifuge at 10'000 x g for 10 min, serum was obtained and stored at -20°C.

Serological tests:

Agglutination

Agglutination is a sensitive method to detect a reaction between antigen and antibody. For this purpose, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 µl of the serum was incubated on lamella. After this step, 30 µl of antigen was added and incubated for 1 min. The reaction was confirmed by aggregate formation.

Immunodiffusion (Ouchterlony) test

This test was performed in agar on lamella. Several holes were made on agarose gel and antigen and antibody were added to designated areas. Precipitation line of antigen and antibody reaction was observed in agar and stained for imaging. Samples were obtained in 0.15 M NaCl and precipitation lines were compared to standard solution. For staining, lamella was incubated in phosphate buffer including sodium azide for 24 h. Buffer was then replaced three times. This step was followed by Lamella incubation in staining buffer on the shaker at 180 rpm for 5-10 min at 30 °C.

Antibody purification

It should be noted that the different types of purification strategies are often used to produce a better product. In this study, ammonium sulfate, caprylic acid and ion exchange chromatography methods were used to conduct the final immunosassay.

Antibody purification by ammonium sulfate precipitation

The volume of 10 ml of saturated ammonium sulfate was added to 20 ml of prepared serum. This solution was mixed slowly and incubated at 4° C for 2 h to have an equilibration between the solved and the precipitated proteins. After this step, the tube was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 10 min, the supernatant was discarded and the precipitate was resolved in phosphate buffer. These steps were repeated using 33.3% ammonium sulfate. The precipitated immunoglobulin was resolved in phosphate buffer with pH 7.

Antibody purification using caprylic acid precipitation

Caprylic acid is one of the three fatty acids that are found in coconut oil and used as a polyclonal antibody purification method [11]. In this step, 10 ml serum was added to 30 ml of 60 mM acetate buffer. After mixing, pH was adjusted to 4.5-4.8. The amount of 0.7 ml caprylic acid was introduced dropwise under magnetic stirring condition. The solution was centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 15 min. Due to precipitation of most of the serum proteins with the exception of IgG molecules, the supernatant was dialyzed in phosphate buffer at pH 7.2 for 16 h.

DEAE ion exchange chromatography

Ion exchange chromatography method is a widely used method for antibody purification and is applied as a second step after ammonium sulfate salt and caprylic acid precipitation [10]. In this DEAE ion exchange chromatography, 10 g DEAE matrix powder was mixed to 200 ml water and incubated overnight at 4° C. The mixture was washed 3 times and then was added to the column. The gel was incubated in 10 equal volumes of gel with 0.5 N HCl for 30 min. The gel was washed thoroughly by water and then by phosphate buffer until final pH of solution became 6.3. The column was equilibrated with 3 column volumes of starting buffer and then sample was applied. For passing the antibody solution down the column, column attached proteins were separated by 1 M NaCl. Two peaks of proteins showed that antibody (IgG) was eluted and presented in first peak and the other proteins located at the second peak. The purity of the proteins was analyzed by SDS-PAGE.

Western bolting and ELISA

Following proteins resolving through SDS-PAGE, the fractions were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane for detection of antibody which was then probed by its corresponding antigen/antibody reaction (i.e. our antibody product against transferred antigen). BSA 5% was used for blocking of membrane for 30 min. Then, the membrane was exposed to the primary and the secondary (protein A peroxidase conjugated antibody) antibodies for 2 h. After washing of membrane by PBS, it was exposed to substrate. To confirm the presence of antibody, isolation of two chain (light and heavy chains of the antibody) was performed by 2-mercaptoethanol. Antibody binding activity was analyzed by ELISA. The concentration of the antigen was optimized and the results were read by an ELISA-plate reader at wavelength of 450 and 630 nm.

RESULTS

Serological tests

After injection of the recombinant EPO to the rabbits, the results of agglutination, obtained from reaction of the purified produced antibody and the antigen showed that the titer of polyclonal antibody in which the agglutination reaction was obtained was within the lowest and the highest limits of detection (i.e. 1/20 and 1/320 dilutions, respectively). Meanwhile, no agglutination was observed in the control tubes with different titers of the antigen before the injection. The
objective of immunodiffusion test was to provide a quantitative estimate of the antibody using the precipitation line of the antigen-antibody reaction. The results of this test indicated that the antibody was produced and diffused in required quantities.

**Purification by precipitation and chromatography**

The purity of the antibody purification by ammonium sulfate precipitation was calculated using this formula:

\[
\text{OD of Ab} \times 13.6 = \text{Concentration of Ab (mg/ml)}.
\]

OD = 0.89 in 280 nm

\[
0.89 \times 13.6 = 12.1 \text{ mg/ml}
\]

Antibody preparations and purity degree was shown by DEAE ion exchange chromatography as 77%.

Purification using caprylic acid precipitation analyzed by spectrophotometer showed OD = 1.09 in 280 nm, so concentration of Ab was 1.09 \times 13.6 = 14.82 mg/ml. Depending on the necessary antibody purity, DEAE chromatography was coupled with a further purification step which resulted in a high purity of 97%.

**Detection tests**

In the course of antibody purification, the easiest way to confirm the purity of an antibody is Western blotting. The fractions of SDS-PAGE were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane and detected by the enzyme activity. The Western Blot result of antibody chains on nitrocellulose is shown in Fig. 1. The output included antibody digestion results, the light and heavy chains of the antibody with 30 and 60 kDa Mw are depicted in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. Western Blotting result. Lane 1: marker (standard erythropoietin). Lane 2-5: purified antibodies.](Image)

**ELISA test**

ELISA test analyzed the antigen binding capacity of the antibodies. The results observed in Fig. 3 show that the optimum dilution of purified coating antibody was 1/100 according to the conjugated antibody.

![Fig. 3. ELISA results show that the 1/100 dilution of purified antibody had the most absorbance in ELISA reader.](Image)

**DISCUSSION**

The requirement for the quality control of biological products such as pharmaceutical material include toxicity testing, freedom from contaminants and antibiotics, biological and immunological stability and potency. A critical part of quality control is about the identity and the full characterization of the host cells. For these reasons, manufacturers refer to Guide for Good Manufacturing Practice for Medicinal Products. This reference contains measures to ensure the quality, immunological and biological activity, present and safety of the final product like use of poly and monoclonal antibodies, isoenzyme and immunological materials (7, 9). There are several commercial polyclonal antibody purification strategies available. For instance, ammonium sulfate and caprylic acid precipitation, hydroxylapatite chromatography, DEAE ion exchange chromatography and immunoaffinity chromatography, to name a few. The produced antibody is dependent on employing techniques like Western blotting and ELISA [10-12].

Recombinant human EPO hormone that has been started to be marketed and used in medical care is purified by several methods that require antibody. Stec and Bicka have worked on purified polyclonal IgG antibodies from bovine serum. Their methods were based on combination of affinity, ion-exchange and gel filtration chromatography. Their results of high performance adsorption chromatography technique have confirmed the percent of purity of the chromatographic fractions. The purities obtained by ammonium sulfate precipitation and gel filtration chromatography were found to be approximately 75% [8].

Eivazi and colleagues have produced and purified a polyclonal antibody against purified mouse IgG2b in Rabbits. In their study, ion-exchange chromatography and affinity chromatography were considered appropriate and recommended techniques for purification of mouse IgG and IgG subclasses. Their purified antibody was obtained and precipitated at 50% ammonium sulfate concentration. The percent of purity of their rabbit anti-mouse IgG2b was approximately 95% [5]. Bergmann-Leitner and Mease have used various immunoglobulin purification methods including SDS-PAGE to evaluate the biological activity of purified rabbit and human antibodies. Their results have demonstrated that overall polyethylene glycol purification of human serum...
samples and gel filtration purification of rabbit sera are best methods for recovering functional antibodies [6].

EPO is used as a recombinant drug for several diseases and has a complicated purification procedure. Polyclonal antibodies are used as a selective and sensitive tool to shorten this complicated procedure. In this study, the caprylic acid and ammonium sulfate method were coupled with DEAE ion exchange chromatography. Our results indicated 77% purity obtained by ammonium sulfate and 97% by caprylic acid methods. Therefore, critical consideration of the purification is required to avoid selecting non-representative populations of antibodies in such a complicated process which could be a major factor in many biological investigations such as determination of vaccine efficacies.
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